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Kutani East Lake Tang blue and white porcelain Doji Tang car
censer tea utensils box CURRENT BID: 13 bid

TIME LEFT: ended

5,011yen

This auction has
ended.
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FEEDBACK
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English  ▼

This machine translation is meant for reference only. In case of any discrepancies, the Japanese text is always the final authority.

Description of item

[Product Description]  

- cracks and chipping is not.  

- You Yes dirt in some places.  

- the state of the commodity Please judge if I refer to the image.  

- Please be sure to ask a question before a bid If you have any anxious points.  

And enclosure of goods is also possible. (With the exception of certain products and large product weight)  

, please have a look, if very well, since I have sent also to the other.  

※ Notes Please be sure to confirm.  

[Product Details]  

-side about 10.5cm × length of about 16.5cm × height of about 16cm  

[Accessories]  

· ※ image please see.  

[Other]  

- -  

[payment method]  

· Yahoo simple settlement  

[The dispatch method]  

- Yu-pack 60 size  

[Notes]  

- product will be current delivery. The state of the product depends on the individual views.  

　In addition there is the case that the actual color due to your PC terminal, the image is different.  

　If you have any point to be worried about please be sure question etc. before a bid.  

　Please refrain of tender questions and that does not have you convinced the remains.  

　The final decision will thank you in the responsibility of all the successful bidder.  

And operation check and does not guarantee is a fully operational a simplified.  

　Guarantee of operation for the commodity to the battery as a power source is not free. 

- About dispatch of goods will be compatible only way that I am allowed to described.  

　Shipping (except for one specification of products) cash on delivery, not in such direct delivery can respond.  

And the dispatch method of goods is guaranteed, recommended certain methods of tracking.  

　Responsible for the dispatch method accidents that have occurred in the absence of guarantee can not assume.  

- cancellation request of the bid thank you with care in the case of a bid because I do not correspond. 

The question to an exhibitor
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See more de

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

Get "Estimated" Rates

-Select a country-

See more de

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

Japan: 08 May, 13:59 Delivery fee estimator  Service fee estimato
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